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Heed the call of the wild with this brand-new, action-packed animal fantasy series from the #1

nationally bestselling author of Warriors. Enter the Bravelands…and discover the Erin Hunter

series you’ve been waiting for.A lion cast out from his pride.An elephant who can read the

bones of the dead.A baboon rebelling against his destiny.For generations, the animals of the

African plains have followed a single rule: only kill to survive. But when an unthinkable act of

betrayal shatters the peace, the fragile balance between predators and prey will rest in the

paws of three unlikely heroes.Set in an epic new world and told from three different animals’

points of view, Bravelands will thrill readers who love Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire, as well

as the legion of dedicated fans who’ve made Erin Hunter a bestselling phenomenon.

From School Library JournalGr 3–6—When his father is killed and his pride scattered, lion cub

Fearless is discovered by the Brightforest Troop of baboons, who raise him along with their

own young. Although his baboon friends Thorn and Mud do their best to include him in their

lives, Fearless increasingly feels the pull of his lion instincts as he grows older. After a change

in leadership, Fearless is forced out of the baboons' troop and must find a way to live apart

from them. Learning that his sister and mother are still alive, now part of the pride led by Titan,

the cruel lion who killed his father, Fearless is desperate to make contact with them, despite

the danger of encountering Titan's wrath. Interwoven throughout Fearless's narrative are a

story line involving Thorn and the Brightforest Troop and a plot thread about a young elephant

named Sky and her grandmother, the Great Mother of the savanna. Although the novel

sometimes veers into Lion King territory, Hunter has created complex creatures who retain

believable animal instincts along with their anthropomorphic characteristics. From start to

finish, this is a riveting tale, complete with fight scenes, political intrigue, personal vendettas,

and unfinished story lines that will lead right into the next volume. VERDICT Fans of Hunter's

previous series will not be disappointed, and they will be anxious for the next installment in this

new series.—Sarah Reid, Four County Library System, NY --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorErin Hunter is inspired by a love of cats and a

fascination with the ferocity of the natural world. In addition to having great respect for nature in

all its forms, Erin enjoys creating rich mythical explanations for animal behavior. She is also the

author of the Seekers, Survivors, Bravelands, and Bamboo Kingdom series.--This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapFor generations, the African plains have

been ruled by a strict code: only kill to survive. But treachery lurks in the unlikeliest of places,

and some animals will stop at nothing in their thirst for power. When an unthinkable act of

betrayal threatens to shatter the longstanding peace, three young animals--a lion, an elephant,

and a baboon--are thrust together in an epic battle for survival. The fragile balance between

hunters, scavengers, predators, and prey now rests in the paws of these unlikely heroes, each

with something to gain--and everything to lose.--Kirkus Reviews (starred review) --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverFor generations, the African

plains have been ruled by a strict code: only kill to survive. But treachery lurks in the unlikeliest

of places, and some animals will stop at nothing in their thirst for power. When an unthinkable

act of betrayal threatens to shatter the longstanding peace, three young animals--a lion, an

elephant, and a baboon--are thrust together in an epic battle for survival. The fragile balance

between hunters, scavengers, predators, and prey now rests in the paws of these unlikely



heroes, each with something to gain--and everything to lose.--This text refers to the library

edition.Review"Deep characters, a complex plot, rich mythology, and a stunning setting. Wild

and wonderful."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review) --This text refers to the library edition.Read

more
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HunterCreditsCopyrightAbout the PublisherPROLOGUEThe dazzling plains seemed to stretch

forever. Even Windrider, a vulture soaring high above the savannah, struggled to see where

Bravelands reached its end.Narrowing her ancient eyes, she let her gaze trail over the great

yellow-grass sea, and pinpointed at last where it met the endless blue sky in a shimmering line

of light. A wingtip twitched, and she banked, riding the warm air downward in a broad, graceful

spiral.Her flock followed her lead, calling out to one another in harsh, guttural voices, but

Windrider was silent, scanning the savannah. Far below, herds of animals as small as ants

moved across the land, following the paths beaten by countless generations. A gash in the land

marked the muddy, trickling river; a horde of wildebeests was teeming into the gully and

galloping up and over the sheer bank. Zebras and gazelles, grazing together on the far side,

glanced up incuriously at the wildebeests’ approach. Then they dipped their heads to graze

again, ambling and milling peacefully.A dark spot on the landscape caught Windrider’s keen eye

—a creature separate from the others, and not moving. She flew lower, adjusting her path with

great beats of her broad wings.“There, my flock. There.”The others followed her down, in

swooping circles. “May Windrider’s eyes be forever sharp,” cried Blackwing, as the others took

up the chorus of gratitude. “She has found us flesh once again.”It was just as Windrider had

hoped: the corpse of a gazelle. Its old and tired spirit had gone; its eyes were blank and dead.

Perhaps a cheetah had brought it down. It lay half hidden between ocher rocks, barely visible

to wingless rot-eaters; and though its killer had fed, much of its torn flesh remained on its

bones. The gazelle had enjoyed its time and its life; now it would nourish the vultures—just as

they, in their turn, would one day become food for others. All was as it should be . . . or at least,

so Windrider hoped.“We must test the flesh, brothers and sisters,” she called. “Then we can

feed in peace.”Windrider tilted her head, banking sharply in to land, the other vultures flapping

and clamoring behind her. Her claws touched the gritty ground, and she hopped a couple of

paces toward the gazelle. With a glance to the birds on her right and left, Windrider nodded

once.“A bad death will linger with the fallen.”“May the Great Spirit always grant good death,”

chorused the rest of the flock.Each vulture tore a thin strip of meat from the carcass’s flank,

gulping it down. They all paused, looking to Windrider for the final judgment. She closed her

eyes briefly.“The kill is clean,” she reassured them at last. “Feed, my flock.”When the carcass

was picked bare, its bones stripped of the last tattered remnants of flesh, Windrider stepped

back. Beating her wings, she launched herself skyward once more. Every vulture, sated,

followed her in a chaos of feathers and rasping cries. It felt good to return to the air, to soar

higher and higher into the fierce blue, knowing that the flock had eaten well and survived for

another day.When she was high enough to catch a broad current of warm air, Windrider let it

take her, twitching her wings, gazing down once more. From the shimmering horizon to the

dark sprawling forests, to the low range of mountains far beyond the plains, she surveyed the

land. Ahead lay a cluster of slender, flat-topped acacia trees; at their edge, just within their

shade, shifting golden-yellow shapes were visible against the dry earth.Lions, she thought,

lounging in the heat of the day.“They will not hunt, for now,” remarked Blackwing, following her

gaze.“No, not until dusk,” Windrider agreed.Then they will feast. And we will follow.Windrider



had mixed feelings about the great prides of Bravelands. Lions meant food, unsullied and

copious; like all the creatures of the land, they followed the Code, killing only to survive. But

she loathed their arrogance. They were among the few creatures who would not follow the

Great Mother, leader of all the animals, and give respect to her wisdom.Two cubs were

romping and play-fighting, full of energy and mischief even in the heat of the high white sun. As

her shadow passed over the smaller of the two, he started and looked up. His golden eyes met

hers, and he opened his small jaws.She was still high above him, but the sound of a roar

buffeted the air around her. With astonishment, Windrider felt her wings tremble, and she was

momentarily rocked off her course.“Windrider?” came Blackwing’s concerned voice.Glancing

back, Windrider realized none of her flock had felt the impact of that roar.No. It was not the little

lion’s voice. That is not possible!“It is nothing,” she told Blackwing curtly.Half angry, half

fascinated, she forced her wings to readjust, balancing her flight once more. No grown lion’s

roar could reach the heights of the sky, let alone a tiny cub’s. There is more here to

know.Windrider tilted in the air, seeking out the little lion once again. He still stood there, stiff-

legged and defiant, his golden gaze fixed upward. At last, his tail whisking with triumph, he

turned away. The other cub followed him as he bounded back to his pride.Lost in thought,

Windrider veered east. What she had just seen—it was an omen, she was sure of it; though

she could not imagine what its message might be. A tiny cub, with a roar to make the sky

shudder. This is a vision, a portent!She led her flock higher and farther into the clear blue sky,

until the small pride of lions and even the huge herds of the savannah were lost in the beautiful

vastness of Bravelands.CHAPTER 1Swiftcub pounced after the vulture’s shadow, but it flitted

away too quickly to follow. Breathing hard, he pranced back to his pride. I saw that bird off our

territory, he thought, delighted. No rot-eater’s going to come near Gallantpride while I’m around!

The pride needed him to defend it, Swiftcub thought, picking up his paws and strutting around

his family. Why, right now they were all half asleep, dozing and basking in the shade of the

acacia trees. The most energetic thing the other lions were doing was lifting their heads to

groom their nearest neighbors, or their own paws. They had no idea of the threat Swiftcub had

just banished.I might be only a few moons old, but my father is the strongest, bravest lion in

Bravelands. And I’m going to be just like him!“Swiftcub!”The gentle but commanding voice

snapped him out of his dreams of glory. He came to a halt, turning and flicking his ears at the

regal lioness who stood over him.“Mother,” he said, shifting on his paws.“Why are you shouting

at vultures?” Swift scolded him fondly, licking at his ears. “They’re nothing but scavengers.

Come on, you and your sister can play later. Right now you’re supposed to be practicing

hunting. And if you’re going to catch anything, you’ll need to keep your eyes on the prey, not on

the sky!”“Sorry, Mother.” Guiltily he padded after her as she led him through the dry grass, her

tail swishing. The ground rose gently, and Swiftcub had to trot to keep up. The grasses tickled

his nose, and he was so focused on trying not to sneeze, he almost bumped into his mother’s

haunches as she crouched.“Oops,” he growled.Valor shot him a glare. His older sister was

hunched a little to the left of their mother, fully focused on their hunting practice. Valor’s sleek

body was low to the ground, her muscles tense; as she moved one paw forward with the

utmost caution, Swiftcub tried to copy her, though it was hard to keep up on his much shorter

legs. One creeping pace, then two. Then another.I’m being very quiet, just like Valor. I’m going

to be a great hunter. He slunk up alongside his mother, who remained quite still.“There,

Swiftcub,” she murmured. “Do you see the burrows?”He did, now. Ahead of the three lions, the

ground rose up even higher, into a bare, sandy mound dotted with small shadowy holes. As

Swiftcub watched, a small nose and whiskers poked out, testing the air. The meerkat emerged

completely, stood up on its hind legs, and stared around. Satisfied, it stuck out a pink tongue



and began to groom its chest, as more meerkats appeared beyond it. Growing in confidence,

they scurried farther away from their burrows.“Careful now,” rumbled Swift. “They’re very quick.

Go!”Swiftcub sprang forward, his little paws bounding over the ground. Still, he wasn’t fast

enough to outpace Valor, who was far ahead of him already. A stab of disappointment spoiled

his excitement, and suddenly it was even harder to run fast, but he ran grimly after his

sister.The startled meerkats were already doubling back into their holes. Stubby tails flicked

and vanished; the bigger leader, his round dark eyes glaring at the oncoming lions, was last to

twist and dash underground. Valor’s jaws snapped at his tail, just missing.“Sky and stone!” the

bigger cub swore, coming to a halt in a cloud of dust. She shook her head furiously and licked

her jaws. “I nearly had it!”A rumble of laughter made Swiftcub turn. His father, Gallant, stood

watching them. Swiftcub couldn’t help but feel the usual twinge of awe mixed in with his delight.

Black-maned and huge, his sleek fur glowing golden in the sun, Gallant would have been

intimidating if Swiftcub hadn’t known and loved him so well. Swift rose to her paws and greeted

the great lion affectionately, rubbing his maned neck with her head.“It was a good attempt,

Valor,” Gallant reassured his daughter. “What Swift said is true: meerkats are very hard to

catch. You were so close—one day you’ll be as fine a hunter as your mother.” He nuzzled Swift

and licked her neck.“I wasn’t anywhere near it,” grumbled Swiftcub. “I’ll never be as fast as

Valor.”“Oh, you will,” said Gallant. “Don’t forget, Valor’s a whole year older than you, my son.

You’re getting bigger and faster every day. Be patient!” He stepped closer, leaning in so his

great tawny muzzle brushed Swiftcub’s own. “That’s the secret to stalking, too. Learn patience,

and one day you will be a very fine hunter.”“I hope so,” said Swiftcub meekly.Gallant nuzzled

him. “Don’t doubt yourself, my cub. You’re going to be a great lion and the best kind of leader:

one who keeps his own pride safe and content, but puts fear into the heart of his strongest

enemy!”That does sound good! Feeling much better, Swiftcub nodded. Gallant nipped

affectionately at the tufty fur on top of his head and padded toward Valor.Swiftcub watched him

proudly. He’s right, of course. Father knows everything! And I will be a great hunter, I will. And a

brave, strong leader—A tiny movement caught his eye, a scuttling shadow in his father’s path.A

scorpion!Barely pausing to think, Swiftcub sprang, bowling between his father’s paws and

almost tripping him. He skidded to a halt right in front of Gallant, snarling at the small sand-

yellow scorpion. It paused, curling up its barbed tail and raising its pincers in threat.“No,

Swiftcub!” cried his father.Swiftcub swiped his paw sideways at the creature, catching its plated

shell and sending it flying into the long grass.All four lions watched the grass, holding their

breath, waiting for a furious scorpion to reemerge. But there was no stir of movement. It must

have fled. Swiftcub sat back, his heart suddenly banging against his ribs.“Skies above!” Gallant

laughed. Valor gaped, and Swift dragged her cub into her paws and began to lick him

roughly.“Mother . . .” he protested.“Honestly, Swiftcub!” she scolded him as her tongue swept

across his face. “Your father might have gotten a nasty sting from that creature—but you could

have been killed!”“You’re such an idiot, little brother,” sighed Valor, but there was admiration in

her eyes.Gallant and Swift exchanged proud looks. “Swift,” growled Gallant, “I do believe the

time has come to give our cub his true name.”Swift nodded, her eyes shining. “Now that we

know what kind of lion he is, I think you’re right.”Gallant turned toward the acacia trees, his tail

lashing, and gave a resounding roar.It always amazed Swiftcub that the pride could be lying

half asleep one moment and alert the very next. Almost before Gallant had finished roaring his

summons, there was a rustle of grass, a crunch of paws on dry earth, and the rest of

Gallantpride appeared, ears pricked and eyes bright with curiosity. Gallant huffed in greeting,

and the twenty lionesses and young lions of his pride spread out in a circle around him,

watching and listening intently.Gallant looked down again at Swiftcub, who blinked and glanced



away, suddenly rather shy. “Crouch down,” murmured the great lion.When he obeyed, Swiftcub

felt his father’s huge paw rest on his head.“Henceforth,” declared Gallant, “this cub of mine will

no longer be known as Swiftcub. He faced a dangerous foe without hesitation and protected his

pride. His name, now and forever, is Fearless Gallantpride.”It was done so quickly, Swiftcub felt

dizzy with astonishment. I have my name! I’m Fearless. Fearless Gallantpride!All around him,

his whole family echoed his name, roaring their approval. Their deep cries resonated across

the grasslands.“Fearless Gallantpride!”“Welcome, Fearless, son of Gallant!”His heart swelled

inside him. Suddenly, he knew what it was to be a full member of the pride. He had to half close

his eyes and flatten his ears, he felt so buffeted by their roars of approval.“I’ll—I promise I’ll live

up to my name!” he managed to growl. It came out a little squeakier than he’d intended, but no

lion laughed at him. They bellowed their delight even more.“Of course you will,” murmured

Swift. Both she and his father nuzzled and butted his head. “You already have, after all!”“You

certainly—” Gallant fell suddenly silent. Fearless glanced up at his father, expecting him to

finish, but the great lion was standing still, his head turned toward the west. A light breeze

rippled his dark mane. His nostrils flared.The pride continued to roar, but with a new strange

undertone. Fearless wrinkled his muzzle and tried to work out what was different. He began to

hear it: there were new voices. In the distance, other lions were roaring.One by one, the

Gallantpride lions fell silent, looking toward the sound. Gallant paced through them, sniffing at

the wind, and his pride turned to accompany him. Swift walked closest to his flank.Overcome

with curiosity, Fearless sprang toward the meerkat hill, running to its top and staring out across

the plain. His view was blurred by the haze of afternoon heat, but he could see three lions

approaching.They’re not from our pride, thought Fearless with a thrill of nerves. He could not

take his eyes off the strangers, but he was aware that other lions had joined him at the top of

the slope: Gallant, Swift, and Valor. The rest of the pride was behind them, all quite still and

alert. Swift’s hackles rose. Gallant’s whole body looked taut, his muscles coiled.“Who are

they?” asked Fearless, gaping at the three strange lions.“That is Titan,” replied his mother. “The

biggest one, there, in the center. Do you see him? He’s the cub of a lion your father once drove

away, and he’s always hated Gallant for that. Titan’s grown a fine mane, I see.” Her voice

became a low, savage growl. “But he was always a brute.”The three lions drew closer; they

paced on, relaxed but steady, toward Gallantpride. Fearless could make out the leader clearly

now: he was a huge, powerful lion, his black mane magnificent. As he came nearer, Fearless

found himself shuddering. His mother was right—there was a cold light of cruelty in Titan’s dark

eyes. His companions looked mighty and aggressive, too; the first had shoulders as broad as a

wildebeest’s, while the other had a ragged ear, half of it torn away.“Why are they in our

territory?” asked Fearless in a trembling voice. He didn’t yet know whether to be furious or very

afraid.Gallant spoke at last. “There’s only one reason Titan would show his face here,” he

rumbled. “He wants to challenge me for leadership of this pride.”“What?” Fearless stared at his

father.“Come.” Gallant turned and began to pad back down the meerkat hill.Fearless followed

with the rest, staying close to his sister’s flank. “Valor, what does Father mean?” he growled.

“Titan can’t do that, can he? He can’t just take over Gallantpride. It’s not possible!”For a

moment Valor said nothing; Fearless did not like the tension in her face. “I’ve heard of such

things,” she said at last, grimly. “It happened to Fiercepride, from beyond the forest. Fierce had

been leader for ages, Mother told me, but he was challenged and defeated by a lion called

Strong who’d recently grown his mane. And his family became Strongpride, and his pride had

to live under Strong’s rule. Fierce was forced to leave and live alone, and hunt by

himself.”“That’s horrible,” breathed Fearless.“Worse than that, Strong was a terrible leader. He

was cruel and unfair and stupid; the pride fell apart in the end. He killed the cubs. Other lions



died too.”Fearless gaped at his sister. “But that won’t happen to Gallantpride,” he insisted. “No

lion can beat Father. He’s the bravest fighter and the strongest lion in Bravelands!”Valor didn’t

reply. Fearless looked around at the other lions of their pride, and a wave of cold rippled along

his spine. None of them looked as confident as he’d hoped; they seemed nervous and edgy, as

if an army of ants were marching across their paws.Gallant was walking out onto the grassland

now, toward Titan. When they were almost close enough to touch muzzles, both lions halted

and stared into each other’s eyes.Titan was even more frightening up close, thought Fearless.

His shoulders were broad and thickly muscled, and his paws were huge. There were deep,

roughly healed scars drawn into his face and flanks, and when he opened his jaws to speak,

his fangs were long, yellow, and deadly.“Gallant of Gallantpride,” he snarled in greeting.“Titan,

Prideless Lion,” growled Gallant. “What is your business here?”Titan drew himself up, his black

mane rippling over his powerful neck and shoulders. He slapped the ground with a massive

paw.“By the laws of our ancestors,” he roared, “I, Titan, come to claim this pride of

Gallant.”Gallant’s muzzle curled back from his own long, deadly fangs.“By the laws of our

ancestors,” he snarled, “I, Gallant, fight to keep this pride.”For a long moment they stared at

each other, the air seeming to quiver with anticipation. Both huge males half crouched, their

muscles coiled.Then, as one, they launched their attacks, colliding with a terrible grunting roar

and an impact that shook the ground. Rearing up, Gallant sank his claws into Titan’s shoulders;

twisting, Titan shook his huge mane, gripped Gallant’s flank with his claws, and raked his flesh

in return. They broke apart, only to slam together once more, jaws wide and claws

tearing.Fearless could hardly bear to watch, but neither could he look away. His heart was in

his throat. Now that they were gripped in close combat, and he could see them together, the

two lions looked equally matched.The pride stood watching, their tails lashing with anxiety—all

except Swift, who was pacing back and forth on the edge of the fight. She was the only one

who was silent; the others roared their encouragement to Gallant, and snarled in contempt

whenever Titan landed a good blow. But Swift said nothing, only paced and looked

afraid.“Mother,” pleaded Fearless, unable to watch her fretting anymore, “why don’t we help

Father? Together we can beat Titan, can’t we? There’s more of us!”“We can’t,” said Swift, her

voice choked with anxiety. “I’m sorry, my son. Those are the rules. The pride leader must win

this fight alone.”There was a roar from the pride. Gallant had doubled abruptly and sprung for

Titan, landing a mighty blow on the side of his skull. Titan reeled back, stumbled, then fell hard

on his flank; Gallant pounced, slamming both his forepaws onto his fallen enemy.“He’s won!”

shouted Fearless in excitement, as the pride roared its approval.“Yes,” cried Swift. “It looks like

—” Then she gasped.Titan’s sidekicks, the two lions who had arrived with him, sprang

suddenly forward, attacking Gallant from both flanks. They hung on him, claws digging in,

dragging him down and away from Titan.“Stop! No!” roared Swift, and the pride joined in her

protest. “Cheats! Traitors—”She leaped forward, but Titan was already back on his feet. He

lunged, as fast as a snake, and sank his jaws into Gallant’s exposed throat. Fearless saw his

father stagger back, off balance, the two lions still fastened with their claws to his sides.Swift

and two other lionesses flew at Titan, but his companions released Gallant and turned on

them, snarling and biting, holding them off. Swift gave panicked, roaring cries as she tried

desperately to fight her way to Gallant, but the two big males were too strong.As the rest of

Gallant’s pride joined the attack, the interlopers finally backed off, teeth bared and eyes defiant.

With a crash and a grunting exhalation, Gallant collapsed to the earth, and every lion froze and

stared. Titan stood over his fallen foe, his jaws still locked on Gallant’s throat.Fearless felt as if

a cold night wind had swept through his body. Titan was not merely holding his father down. His

fangs were buried in Gallant’s flesh, and bright red blood was pooling under his great black



mane. Gallant’s paws, sprawled helplessly on the ground, twitched in a horrible spasm.Swift

gave a screaming roar. “No!”“What— Mother, what—” Fearless’s words dried in his throat, and

he gulped hard. He had never seen a lion die, but he had encountered plenty of dead

antelopes and zebras. That was how his father looked now: limp, blank-eyed, his lifeblood

spilling into the dusty earth.Father can’t be dead! He is Gallant of Gallantpride!The lions stood

motionless, glaring at one another over Gallant’s body. An awful silence hung over them.

Fearless closed his eyes, desperately hoping it would all go away. But when he opened them

again, his father was still lying on the ground.A hawk screeched. Swift glanced up at it, then

her face twisted in rage and grief and she stalked forward, snarling at Titan.“You broke the

rules, Titan Prideless! Worse, you broke the Code! You may kill only to survive!”Titan sneered.

“What do I care for the Code? This pride is now mine—Swift Titanpride!”With a roar, Swift

leaped forward. Titan, shocked for a moment, staggered back, and the rest of Gallant’s pride

joined the attack. Fearless gaped, horrified, as great tawny bodies clashed, jaws snapped, and

claws tore.But Titan was fighting back hard, and so were his two sidekicks.“Kill them!” bellowed

Titan above the chaos. “Kill the ones who resist! Titanpride will not allow rebels!”Fearless

hopped and bounced frantically, trying to see a way into the fighting. But the lions looked so

big, and so terrifying. He might be crushed by one of his own pride before he could even reach

Titan. At least Valor was at his side. . . .Titan flung off a young lioness and shook his huge

mane. His head turned, and his dark eyes locked with Fearless’s.“The cubs!” he grunted, his

face full of vengeful malevolence. “Kill the cubs, Cunning! Gallant’s heirs must not live!”The lion

with the torn ear wrenched himself out of the battle. He paused for a moment, seeking out the

cubs. Then his cruel eyes lit on Fearless.He sprang.For an instant Fearless thought he was

already dead. His heart froze in his rib cage and he could only watch the huge lion flying at

him. But a golden body slammed into Cunning, knocking him off his feet. It was Swift.“Fearless!

Valor!” their mother gasped. “Run!”Fearless was still rigid with shock. What did she mean? Run

where?Valor nipped his rump hard. “Go, go!”He scrabbled around, half stumbled, then forced

his paws to move. He ran, lengthening his stride, but the savannah was so broad, so open and

flat; there was nowhere to hide, and the dust stung his throat and blurred his vision. He could

hear Valor right behind him, panting with terror.Fearless’s breath burned in his chest. He hadn’t

known he could run this hard. Even Valor isn’t catching up. Terror drove him on, faster and

faster across the dry red earth. Even Valor—With a gasp he twisted and looked over his

shoulder. And he realized why Valor wasn’t with him: Titan’s other companion had intercepted

her, driving her back, roaring and swiping with his claws.“Valor! Hold on!” Fearless squealed.

He skidded to a halt and turned, ready to rush and save her.“No!” she roared. She ducked

another lash of her attacker’s claws. “No, Fearless, run! I can take care of—” She dodged,

stumbling. “I can take care of myself! We all have to!”The one called Cunning appeared a few

paces away, his mouth red with blood. Fearless’s knees almost gave out beneath him. Whose

blood? Mother’s?“Run, Fearless!” cried Valor.Fearless spun around and fled. He did not know if

the sound of great pounding paws behind him was a pursuer, or the echo of his own panicked

running, or just his imagination; he could only keep racing on, until his paws were stinging with

pain and his chest ached. A lizard darted out of his way and a flock of bright blue starlings

scattered with shrill cries, but he didn’t even pause. He sprinted on, desperate with terror, his

eyes streaming from the dust so he could barely see where he was going.And then, abruptly,

his paws slid from under him. The ground sloped and rocks tumbled away, and he skidded

helplessly. Tumbling head over tail, he crashed down, clutching frantically for a pawhold. The

last thing he saw was the bright blue sky, somehow in the wrong place and at the wrong

angle.Then he was spinning in the air. A hard sudden impact, and one dazzling flash of light,



and Fearless’s world turned black.CHAPTER 2Fearless blinked. The light was too bright, and

his head hurt. There was something odd about the sunlight; it flickered and dipped and

sparkled. For a moment he dared to hope it had all been a dream—that he was lying under the

flat branches of the acacia trees with his mother and Valor and . . .No. He gasped and opened

his eyes fully, wincing with pain. He was lying not on grass, but on a rough tangle of twigs and

sticks and green leaves. And of course, there was no Swift and no Valor. No Gallantpride.I’m

alone.A great wrench of grief twisted his stomach. And Father is dead.Strange smells drifted

into his nostrils. Sniffing at them helped take his mind off his misery. Fearless frowned and

looked around; there was one scent he recognized. Feathers. He remembered it from the time

Valor caught a stork, pretty much by accident.The instant of happy memory was drowned at

once. Valor’s gone, he remembered again. Father’s dead, and she and Mother probably are,

too. His chest heaved with grief. He tried to sit up, though every part of him ached. The twigs

beneath him held steady: they appeared to be tangled together with deliberate care. It’s not just

a pile of forest litter, he thought. Something had made the twigs into a broad, secure

circle.Panic rose in his throat. I’m in a nest, he realized. A really, really big nest . . .And the nest

was in a colossal jackalberry tree. Through the leathery green leaves he could see gray

branches spreading out, and, peering over the edge, the solid earth below looked hazy with

distance. Heart thundering, he shuffled back from the edge of the nest and whimpered in terror.

How did I get up here?Not by myself. I can’t do anything by myself. His grief was suddenly

overwhelmed by terrible shame. I’d just been given my name: Fearless. I swore to Father I’d live

up to it. And what did I do? I ran away at the first sign of trouble.He had to do better, try harder.

Hesitantly, Fearless got to his paws, being careful not to disturb the nest. It looked sturdy, but

he didn’t want to dislodge anything; the whole thing might collapse and send him plummeting

down. As he stretched his aching muscles, his flanks stung, and he peered at them, shocked.

There were deep puncture marks, crusted with dried blood. Fearless gave a small mewl of

distress.He gritted his jaws. Mother isn’t here. I have to help myself, like Valor said.Licking at

the wounds, he made himself think. It was obvious, now, what had happened: a bird had

brought him up here. It must have seen him lying where he fell. Swift had told him all about

birds, and how some of them ate flesh or rot-meat: vultures, eagles, hawks. Whatever it was, it

must have been huge. Maybe it was that vulture he’d seen and roared at. Fearless shuddered.

And it might come back any moment. . . .I have to get down from here!Fearless swallowed hard

and crept back to the edge of the nest. Oh, it was a very tall tree. He could see the green

crowns of surrounding trees, so he was high above even them. The mountains far in the

distance had never been much more than a thin blue haze, but now he could clearly make out

farther peaks beyond; there were grooves and gullies in the savannah that he hadn’t noticed

before, and he could see whole herds of grass-eaters, tiny and distant.There was no way he

could jump. He’d have to climb down backward, clinging on to the branches and the trunk with

his claws. I might fall to my death.It seemed a terrifying prospect, but what choice did he have?

Something built this nest. Something big, with sharp claws.If I don’t try to climb down, I’m going

to get eaten instead. Another whimper of terror escaped from Fearless’s dry throat.The nest

had been built over a couple of thick branches; Fearless clambered over the edge and onto

one of them. Just one paw at a time, he decided. And don’t panic.Crouching low, he pulled

himself along the branch. The nest was not far from the enormous, thick trunk. He narrowed his

eyes. Come on, Fearless. Live up to your name!He reached out a paw, dug in his claws, and

dragged himself a little farther. His heart thudding, he stretched out his other paw and did it

again.Not far now. He looked down.Ohhhh . . . that was a mistake. The ground seemed farther

away than ever, now that he was outside the relative safety of the nest, and his head swam.



The trunk, the trunk, I just have to get to the—He lurched forward, too fast, snatching with his

claws at the branch. He missed and flailed even more wildly, trying to keep his balance. But his

body shifted sideways, and Fearless felt himself slipping around the branch.There was another,

thinner bough, just below him and to the left. Panicking, he let himself slip and grabbed for it.

His claws sank into the bark. He was dangling by his forepaws, his hind legs swinging in the air,

but his grip was good, and he gave a shuddering cry of relief.At that moment, the thinner

branch creaked and gave a little.No, no, no . . . .It snapped.Fearless tumbled down through the

branches. He snatched hopelessly with his claws, but couldn’t catch another hold. His rump

thudded against a branch and he squealed, but it didn’t matter, because he was still falling,

faster now, and in a moment he would hit the ground hard and—Something seized his scruff,

yanking him up short and halting his fall so abruptly the breath was knocked out of him.For

long moments, he could only dangle there helplessly, panting in high-pitched, whistling breaths.

Wide-eyed, he stared through the branches and leaves at the yellow earth, still far below. The

thing that had caught him must have long toes with claws—he could feel them snagged in his

fur—but he was unable to twist his head to see more. Only when he was lifted and dumped on

a branch did he get a glimpse of the creature.It dusted its slender brown paws together, tilted

its head, and studied him.Fearless stared back. He had never seen anything like it. It sat

perfectly comfortably on the bough in front of him, peering at him with dark amber eyes fringed

with brown fuzzy fur. Its snout was long and black, a thin white scar slashed above the nostrils,

and when it grinned at him, Fearless could see long yellow fangs.He didn’t know what it was,

but those teeth made it look very much like a flesh-eater. He backed onto his rump and lashed

out at the thing with his claws.He wobbled on the branch again and had to grab it with his

forepaws. The creature tilted its head the other way.“I wouldn’t move too much if I were you,” it

said.Fearless, panting and trembling, sat very still again.“That’s better,” said his rescuer. “Shall

we introduce ourselves? My name is Stinger.” Whatever this creature was, it didn’t seem about

to eat him. If anything, there was a sparkle of humor in its eyes.Though I can’t see anything to

smile about.“Can you speak?” said the stranger. “This will be tricky if you can’t.”“I’m Fearless,”

Fearless growled, with as much ferocity as he could manage.“Fearless, eh?” The creature

yelped with amusement. “I should say you are. Do you know who made that nest? I don’t know

many animals who would go visiting one of the biggest eagles in Bravelands.”“I wasn’t visiting

it, I—” Fearless stopped short when he saw the humor in the animal’s expression. Oh. He’s

joking. He licked his jaws nervously. “What are you?”“I’m a baboon, obviously.” Stinger shook

his head and tutted. “Why, what are you?” he mimicked.“I’m a . . . a lion. I’m Fearless

Gallantpride!”He’d heard of baboons before. Flesh-eaters, sometimes. This one wasn’t all that

scary, though.“Oh, you’re a lion.” Stinger grinned, and Fearless realized he was mocking him

again. “Well, I’ve never seen a lion being carried away by an eagle before, so I came to

investigate. And aren’t you lucky I did!”Fearless swallowed. He glanced down and back up at

Stinger. The baboon seemed friendly enough, even though his teeth did look nasty. “I guess

so,” he muttered. “Thanks.”“That’s better.” Stinger sat up and held out his elegant paw. “Now,

let’s get you down from here.”“I’m not sure I—ow!”Stinger was quicker than he looked. In an

instant, he had Fearless tucked under his long foreleg and was swinging elegantly down

through the branches, springing with ease to the most secure footholds. Fearless barely had

time to be scared. In fact, he barely had time to draw a breath. When the branches ended and

Stinger began to climb down the last long section of trunk, Fearless could see that he hadn’t

come alone: a big crowd of baboons was gathered at the base of the tree, and they were all

staring up with curiosity.The light beneath the trees was all green shadows, and the foliage

grew dense and verdant, but everywhere Fearless looked he could see more baboons—they



were perched on mossy branches, crouched on damp rocks, peering out from fern clumps, or

simply staring at him from out in the open. The sheer numbers, combined with the strange, rich

scents of the forest, made his head reel. Stinger’s pride—or whatever baboons called their

groups—was much bigger than Gallant’s.There must have been fifty baboons there, some

even bigger than Stinger, some much smaller. All of them had the same long, clever paws,

powerful forelegs, and vicious-looking fangs. When Stinger reached the bottom and set down

Fearless in the middle of them, he decided the best thing he could do was stand very still, try

to look tall, and let them stare.I just hope I haven’t escaped being eagle-food only to become

baboon-food.“Wow,” said one of the baboons, stalking curiously forward. “It really is a lion

cub.”“Indeed it is,” said Stinger proudly. “And not just any lion cub, he’ll have you know. This one

calls itself Fearless Gallantpride.”“Gallantpride, eh?” A small female baboon, clasping a baby to

her chest, walked a circle around Fearless, examining him from nose to tail-tip. “So where is

this pride of yours, youngster?”Fearless flinched. “Titan stole my pride,” he growled. “And I’m

going to take it back!”A terrible, earsplitting howl erupted from the baboons. Fearless took a

startled pace back, but he realized after a moment that they weren’t threatening him. It was

worse than that: they were laughing.
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Hunter has done it again, with her fourth epic animal series. Truly a novel worth reading.”
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scenes, so if your children can't handle this, they shouldn't read the book. I find it very

interesting to read in the opinions of African animals, I've never found a book that's done this

before. All in all, the book was pretty good.”

Hurley Family, “Not only does my Sassy love her books. My daughter is LOVING this new

series! She is ready for more! Has already read Warriors, Survivors, & Seekers. She LOVES

them all! She is also re-reading many of her Warriors. I don't know how she does it, but she

gets it done! Erin Hunter is aweome! Not only does my Sassy love her books, but my other

older teens read most of her books while they were younger. This is gonna be a BIG hit like

Warriors, we think!”

Bruce Stephens, “One of the best.. I have been reading to my twin daughters at bed time since

they were three years old. We have read the Survivor series and the Seekers series. They are

now thirteen and this series has them absolutely captivated.”

Talia, “A must read for any age group. Any fan of the warriors would love this new series by

Erin Hunter. Even if one has never read warriors or any other series written by Erin this is a

great series to get into no matter ones age.The story follows three characters: Swiftcub the lion

cub, Thorn a baboon looking to raise in rank, and Sky a young elephant. I admit, given what

the summary was, the story seemed a little slow at first, however, as it picked up there twists I

never saw coming and the way you grew attached to the side characters especially made the

story all the more worthwhile.I have suggested the book to anyone who either loves Erin
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I have never read a book with my mouth gaping in shock at almost every chapter. Ever. This
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know how Hunter does it, but I really felt like I was right there in the story. I could feel

everything the characters were going through. Erin Hunter does not hold back with this book or

sugar coat it. It is raw.This book is definitely for an older audience because things get brutal in

this book.”

sabrina wannet, “totally amazing as expected from erin hunter. nooooooooooooooThat end I

really wanted to cry out loud, it was sad and a total cliffhanger.Why do we have to wait for

another long time until the next book comes out.Fearless is a lion cub that had to run away



from his pride to save himself. He finds shelter and a surrogatefamily with baboons. Stinger the

baboon rescues him out of tree and this is how Fearless meets the baboon troop. Here he

becomes great friends with the baboons Mud and Thorn who will doing their three feats to find

out their place in the troop.The story has some turns that are not out of the normal box and are

great to follow. Later in the story the young elephant Sky comes in who gets a warning through

bones and tries to warn here family.This book is about animals in the wild and migration and

family ties.”

Aloka, “Super book to read aloud. Absolutely loved this book . Read it Aloud to my 7 year old.

The language is so rich and engaging we just loved it !”
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